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Magnetic resonance imaging in lumbar gunshot wounds: an
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Object. Performance of MR imaging in patients with gunshot wounds at or near the lumbar spinal canal is controversial. The authors reviewed the literature on the use of MR imaging in gunshot wounds to the spine. They discuss
the results from in vitro and clinical studies, analyze the physical properties of common projectiles, and evaluate the
safety and indications for MR imaging when metallic fragments are located near the spinal canal.
Methods. A review of the English-language literature was performed. Data from 25 articles were analyzed,
including 5 in vitro studies of the interaction between 95 projectiles and the MR system’s magnetic fields, and the
clinical outcomes in 22 patients with metallic fragments at or near the spinal canal who underwent MR imaging.
Results. Properties of 95 civilian and military projectiles were analyzed at a magnet strength of 1, 1.5, 3, and 7 T.
The most common projectiles were bullets with a core of lead, either with a copper jacket or unjacketed (73 [76.8%]
of 95). Steel-containing (core or jacket) projectiles comprised 14.7%. No field interaction was evident in 78 (96.3%)
of the 81 nonsteel projectiles. All steel projectiles showed at least positive deflection forces, longitudinal migration,
or rotation. Heating of the projectiles was clinically insignificant. Image artifact was significant in all 9 steel bullets
tested, but was not significant in 39 (88.6%) of the 44 nonsteel bullets tested. Overall, 22 patients with complete
(82%) and incomplete (14%) spinal cord injury secondary to a projectile lodged inside the spinal canal underwent
MR imaging. Discomfort and further physical or neurological deficits were not reported by any patient. Two patients
with spinal cord injuries underwent MR imaging studies before surgical decompression and had subsequent, significant neurological improvement.
Conclusions. Metallic implants near or at the spinal canal are a relative contraindication for MR imaging. However, safe MR imaging might be feasible when a projectile’s properties and a patient’s individualized clinical presentation are considered.
(http://thejns.org/doi/abs/10.3171/2014.7.FOCUS1496)
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unshot wounds (GSWs) account for 13%–17% of
spinal cord injuries (SCIs) in young males (ages
15–34 years).4,15,17,26 A person with a GSW at or
near the spinal canal is likely to have a complete SCI with
a poor prognosis.4 Magnetic resonance imaging is sometimes necessary to complete an evaluation of a patient
with an SCI,5 because MR imaging identifies damage to
ligaments, the spinal cord, and nerve roots.2,4,15
For decades, MR imaging has seldom been used
for people with GSWs.13,17,23 This is because of concerns
about the magnetic field’s effect on ferromagnetic bullet components that could potentially exacerbate the
original injury. Therefore, GSWs have been considered
a contraindication for MR imaging.23 Studies that have
looked into these interactions have drawn different conclusions.2,5–8,14,16,18,19,23–25 The current review analyzes the
most recent evidence available in the literature to deter-

Abbreviations used in this paper: GSW = gunshot wound; SCI =
spinal cord injury.
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mine the role of MR imaging in patients with a GSW to
the lumbar spinal canal.

Methods

A review of English-language literature was performed on PubMed using the key words “magnetic resonance,” “lumbar,” “spine,” “gunshot,” “bullet,” and “metal.” Additional articles were located by cross-referencing
articles encountered initially through PubMed searches.
Inclusion criteria comprised articles (case reports, case
series, literature reviews, and guidelines) published in the
peer-reviewed literature; these articles described in vitro
and in vivo studies, with tests addressing the radiological and physical interactions between magnetic fields and
bullets or magnetic fragments. Thirty-eight articles were
reviewed, and 25 were selected for inclusion based on the
criteria listed above.
Data collected from these 25 studies included projectile properties, such as ferromagnetism, geometrical
1
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shape, and core and jacket composition. Projectile interactions with the MR system’s magnetic field were also analyzed, such as deflection force (positive if ≥ 45 dynes), longitudinal migration, deflection angle (rotation), heating,
and image artifact. Image artifact (black void and image
distortion due to local perturbations in the static magnetic
and gradient fields) was classified as none (indistinguishable); mild (+, same size as the projectile); moderate (++,
larger size than the projectile but with insignificant image
distortion); and severe (+++, markedly larger than the object and with image distortion).
Data gathered from clinical studies and case reports
of single patients undergoing MR imaging included management of patients with GSWs; location of the bullets;
clinical indications for MR imaging; type of MR imaging
used; control CT imaging before and after MR imaging;
time between injury and MR imaging; and, if available,
longitudinal migration and rotation of the bullet/bullet fragments as well as the patients’ neurological status
changes and self-reported symptoms. Surgical decompression, when needed, was also reported. The publication dates of the 25 articles ranged from 1985 to 2014.

Results
In Vitro Studies

Information on interactions between bullets and the
MR imaging system’s magnetic field was collected from
5 in vitro studies (Table 1).5,12,16,22,25 A total of 95 hunting,
civilian, police, and military projectiles were analyzed in
MR scanners with magnetic strengths of 1, 1.5, 3, and 7
T. Eighty-eight bullets were made in the US (domestic),
and 7 were from 6 different countries (foreign).25 Eightyseven projectiles were bullets and 8 were pellets. The
most common projectile composition was lead core/copper jacket (43 [45.3%]), followed by lead core/unjacketed
(30 [31.6%]). Only 14 projectiles (14.7%) were composed
of steel (9 steel-core bullets, 4 steel-core spherical projectiles, 1 steel-jacket bullet).
Almost all (78 [96.3%] of 81) nonsteel projectiles
were not ferromagnetic and showed no migration, rotation, or deflection after MR imaging. Interestingly, 3
(3.7%) of 81 nonsteel projectiles that showed rotation and
deflection force were of foreign origin. Overall (steel and
nonsteel), 6 bullets rotated 90° and 6 bullets rotated less
than 90° (between 45° and 89°). Two steel pellets showed
a “potential” for rotation, as reported by the authors.16
Only bullets perpendicular to the z axis showed rotation,
whereas bullets parallel to the z axis did not. Most spherical projectiles (6) showed no rotation, regardless of their
material composition, whereas 2 steel spherical projectiles showed a 90° deflection angle.
Most of the steel projectiles tested for deflection
force showed positive ferromagnetism (7 [63.6%] of 11),
with forces ranging from 514 to 444,000 dynes; the other
4 (36.4%) were negative. Longitudinal migration was evident in 5 (71.4%) of 7 steel projectiles tested, and absent
in all nonsteel projectiles tested (59 [100%]).
Heating was measured in 16 bullets placed inside a
gelatinous material, which was comparable with soft tis2

sue, and MR imaging was timed from 15 to 60 minutes.
Bullet heating ranged from 1.6°C to 1.7°C (background
heating of 1.5°C), with an overall bullet heating range of
0.1°C–0.2°C for the 6 bullets tested in 2 of the studies.5,12
Smith et al. reported their results in Fahrenheit, with an
overall increase of 2°F (range 1°F–4°F) in 10 bullets.22
Of the 9 steel bullets tested for artifact, 4 (44.4%)
produced severe artifact on MR images, and the remaining 5 (55.6%) produced moderate artifact. Nonsteel projectiles produced no evident artifact or mild artifact in 39
(88.6%) of the 44 scans with tested bullets; moderate artifact in 3 (6.8%) of 44 (1 of which was of foreign origin,
with a lead core/copper-nickel jacket); and severe artifact
in 2 (4.6%) of 44 (both of foreign origin, with lead core/
copper-nickel jackets [Table 2]).
A new ferromagnetic detection system that was used
to screen for potential metallic implants was described by
Karacozoff et al.12 It successfully uses a magnetometer
(ferromagnetic sensor) that provides whole-body coverage; the metallic object must be in motion to detect its
magnetic field. They placed multiple individuals, each
holding a steel bullet in hand, in front of the detector, and
all bullets tested positive for ferromagnetism.
Clinical Studies

A total of 22 patients described in 4 articles2,6,16,23 had
a bullet or bullet fragment lodged near or in the spinal
canal, and all underwent MR imaging studies. The number of patients per study ranged from 1 to 19. The field
strength of the MR scanner ranged from 1 to 3 T. Clinical
indications included suspicion of osteomyelitis (n = 19), 23
a pregnant woman with Brown-Séquard syndrome (n =
1),6 SCI without radiological abnormality (n = 1), 2 and intradural migration of a bullet (n = 1).16
Neurological deficits included complete SCI (n =
18),16,23 incomplete SCI (n = 3),2,23 and the previously
mentioned right Brown-Séquard syndrome (n = 1).6 The
bullet or fragment was lodged inside the spinal canal in
21 patients and outside the canal in 1 patient. Two patients
had bullets located in the cervical spine,6,16 4 had bullets
lodged in the lumbar spine, 2,11,16 and in 16 patients the location ranged from C-4 to T-12.23
All of the patients underwent MR imaging, with the
time from injury to MR imaging ranging from 7 days to
24 months. During and after the MR imaging session,
none of the authors noted any patient-reported discomfort
or painlike symptoms, heating, paresthesias, or weakness,
and physical examinations showed no neurological or
physical deterioration. The MR imaging studies obtained
before and after CT scans in 16 patients23 failed to show
bullet rotation or longitudinal migration. The remaining 6
patients did not undergo control CT scanning.
After MR evaluation, the decision was made to perform surgical decompression in 2 patients. One patient
with a complete SCI had strength improvement from 0/5
preoperatively to 2/5 postoperatively.16 Another patient
had significant neurological improvement, as reported by
the authors but without further data described.6
Additionally, 2 more articles discuss clinical experiences with MR imaging and patients with spinal GSWs.
Both were excluded from our clinical analysis, because
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1.5

Oliver & Kabala, 1997

Dedini et al., 2013

Karacozoff et al., 2013
Teitelbaum et al., 1990

1
21

39

6

28

Total

military
civilian
(foreign &
domestic)

civilian

air-gun
pellets

civilian

Type
Pb/none (12)
Pb/Cu (10)
steel/various (6)
Pb/none (4)
steel/none (1)
steel/Cu (1)
Pb/none (9)
Pb/Cu (22)
Pb/alloy (4)
steel/none (2)
steel/Cu (1)
Cu/none (1)
steel/Cu (1)
Pb/none (5)
Pb/Cu (9)
Pb/Cu-Ni (2)
Pb/Al (1)
Pb/steel (1)
bronze/nonmetal (2)
steel/steel-Cu (1)
0 (9)
0 (22)
0 (4)
0 (2)
127,000 (1)
0 (1)
330,000 (1)
0 (5)
0 (8)/46,000 (1)
0 (1)/33,000 (1)
0 (1)
54,000 (1)
0 (2)
444,000 (1)

0 (11)/1691 (1)
0 (10)
0 (2)/514–15,405 (3)§
NA
no (4)
yes (1)
yes (1)
no (9)
no (22)
no (4)
yes (2)
yes (1)
no (1)
NA
no (5)
no (9)
no (2)
no (1)
no (1)
no (2)
no (1)

NA

Migration

Deflection
Angle 90°
no (12)
no (10)
yes (3)/<90° (3)
no (4)¶
no (1)¶
no (1)¶
no (9)
no (22)
no (4)
yes (2)¶
yes (1)
no (1)
yes (1)
no (5)
no (8)/<90° (1)
no (1)/<90° (1)
no (1)
<90° (1)
no (2)
yes (1)

Data for Projectiles (no.)
Deflection Force
in Dynes

0.2°C (1)
NA

15
NA

NA

++/+++(1)
+ (5)
+ (7), +/++ (1), +++ (1)
+++ (1), +/++ (1)
+ (1)
+++ (1)
+ (1), ++ (1)
+++ (1)

+++ (1)

0.2°C (1)

+ (12)
none (9)
++ (5)

Artifact‡

+ (3)
+ (1)

15

NA

30–60

Time
in Mins

0.2°C (3)
0.1°C (1)

NA

1–4°F (10)

Heating†

* Al = aluminum; Cu = copper; NA = not available; Ni = nickel; Pb = lead.
† Difference in temperature between bullet and background.
‡ None = indistinguishable; + = mild, same size as the projectile; ++ = moderate, larger size than the projectile, with insignificant image distortion; and +++ = severe, markedly larger than the object,
with image distortion. Artifact in Dedini et al. was measured from 5 significant bullets.
§ One bullet in Smith et al. was not tested.
¶ Spherical projectiles.

1.5

Tesla

Smith et al., 1991

Authors & Year

Composition of
Core/Jacket

TABLE 1: Interaction between bullet or fragments and the MR imaging system’s magnetic field in 5 in vitro studies*
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In Vitro Studies With MR Imaging and Bullets

TABLE 2: Projectile artifact
No. of Projectiles w/ Artifact
(% of composition)*

Bullet
Composition
(core/jacket)

No.

Pb/nonmetal
Pb/Cu or Cu-Ni
bronze/nonmetal
Pb/steel
steel/various
steel/Cu
total (% of total)

19
23
2
1
5
3
53

None

+

++

+++

9 (39.1)

19 (100)
10 (43.5)
1 (50)

2 (8.7)
1 (50)

2 (8.7)
1 (100)

5 (100)
9 (17.0)

30 (56.6)

8 (15.1)

3 (100)
6 (11.3)

* See Table 1 for definitions of artifact categories.

they lacked sufficient data or reported that their data were
anecdotal. In summary, a letter from Finitsis et al.8 reported on 19 patients with retained metallic fragments,
presumed by the authors to have lead composition, in
proximity to the spine or in the spinal canal. According to
the authors, none of the patients experienced any adverse
effects from MR imaging. Teitelbaum et al.25 reported on
7 patients who underwent MR imaging at 0.5 or 1.5 T.
These patients had bullets, shotgun pellets, or shrapnel
fragments lodged in the following areas: intra- and paraspinous (2 patients), extremities (2 patients), intramyocardial (1 patient), intrathoracic (1 patient), and intracranial (1 patient). The authors found mild metal artifact on
85.7% of the patients’ MR images, and only the intracranial shrapnel caused severe black void artifact, obscuring
the image. However, the authors reported no discomfort
or neurological or vascular deterioration in any patient.

Discussion
Bullet Properties

Most domestic bullets and shotgun pellets are generally nonferromagnetic,5,23,25 but this is not universally
true. Bullet cores are most often composed of lead, although lead may be combined with other metals to confer
a desired hardness.4 Foreign-origin projectiles may have
impurities, which contain ferromagnetic metals.5,25 Additionally, bullets can be fully jacketed, nonjacketed, or
partially jacketed. A “jacket” is a metallic layer over the
bullet’s surface, which may consist of steel, austenitic steel
(nonmagnetic), copper, brass, or nickel;4 these layers may
provide additional ferromagnetic properties that must be
taken into consideration when conducting imaging studies.
The bullet’s potential movement caused by the magnetic field of the MR scanner is directly related to its ferromagnetism, mass, location, orientation, shape, and relation to the dura mater.5 Heating is related to the metallic
composition, conductivity, mass, length, shape, distance
to coil, field strength, and sequencing parameters of the
MR scanner.5,23 Aluminum, titanium, and stainless steel
have unremarkable internal and external heating, regardless of size. Small steel and copper fragments have negligible effects.23
4

Throughout the last 2 decades, several in vitro studies have tested the effects that magnetic fields produce
on different types of bullets, with 1.5-, 3-, and more recently 7-T MR scanners.5,12,16,22,25 Authors of these studies considered the ferromagnetic properties of 95 commonly used bullets and pellets, measuring (if any) their
deflection force and angle, longitudinal migration, image
artifact, and heating. However, further clinical data are
necessary to reach accurate conclusions on the use of MR
imaging in these patients.

Migration and Rotation. Although longitudinal migration was not noted in any of the nonsteel projectiles, it
was evident in 5 (71.4%) of 7 steel projectiles. The latter
tend to deform or fragment on impact, increasing the surface area of the bullet tip, making predictions for potential displacement very difficult.23 Spherical bullets (BBs
and shotgun pellets) lack a rotational axis, and therefore
might have greater longitudinal migration, because they
do not need to overcome magnetic torque to move. Oblong bullets rotate to align themselves to the long axis
of the magnetic field, maximizing magnetic torque when
oriented perpendicular to the field. This property makes
rotation null when the bullet’s long axis is oriented parallel to the z axis of the MR scanner.23,25 Despite this fact,
2 (50%) of 4 steel spherical bullets showed a deflection
angle of 90°.
Deflection force was evident in 7 (63.6%) of 11 of
the steel projectiles and in 3 (3.9%) of 77 of the nonsteel
projectiles tested, whereas 12 (85.7%) of the 14 steel projectiles and 2 (2.5%) of the 81 nonsteel projectiles tested
showed some degree of rotation. The 3 nonsteel bullets
that showed deflection force or rotation were all of foreign origin, supporting the belief that bullets not made in
the US might contain ferromagnetic impurities.5,25 Overall, 10 (11.4% of 88) and 14 (14.7% of 95) of all tested
projectiles showed significant deflection force or rotation,
respectively.
Heating. Overheating of the projectile and the surrounding tissue might be hazardous, especially if it is
lodged near or in the spinal canal.23 However, a minimal
increase (0.2°C5 and 1°F–4°F22) in the bullet’s temperature above the surrounding tissue’s temperature in extreme radiofrequency environments was considered clinically insignificant. When the bullets were relatively short
(16–19.5 mm), the effect was even less clinically significant.5 Most authors concluded that heating represents a
lesser danger than displacement, and is negligible in most
cases.20

Artifact. Magnetic objects tend to distort the MR image because they manipulate the magnetic field by strong
off-resonances, creating what is commonly referred to as
artifact, which is visible as signal voids (black areas) or
pileups (bright areas).1 An artifact is related to a material’s
susceptibility, dimensions, static magnetic field strength,
and imaging parameters.5,19 In the study by Dedini et al., 5
of 5 bullets tested for artifacts, the 4 without steel cores
exhibited insignificant black voids, whereas a single steelcore bullet showed a very large signal void. All 9 steel
Neurosurg Focus / Volume 37 / July 2014
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bullets that were tested had significant (moderate to severe) artifact, whereas 39 (88.6%) of the 44 nonsteel bullets tested had insignificant artifact.
Management of GSWs

Gunshot wounds in the spine may cause fractures
or contusion of the vertebral body, with spinal cord and
nerve root compression caused by bone or bullet fragments.2 The management of these wounds is based on
the stability of the spine, the degree of SCI, and associated injuries. Neurosurgical procedures are not often
required.17,26 Surgical spinal decompression with bullet/
fragment removal may not be necessary when complete
SCI is evident on physical examination. Surgery plays a
major role in treatment of patients with spinal instability,
who require immediate fixation and arthrodesis, with different types of instrumentation tailored for each case.17
However, instability in the lumbar spine secondary to a
GSW is rare.9 Potential late complications of GSW to the
spine include wound infections, osteomyelitis, and (rarely) lead intoxication.20 All patients should have at least 6
months of outpatient follow-up to rule out infection before being discharged from care.9,18 The potential risk of
lead intoxication might lead to surgical removal of the
bullet, as previously reported.17
Diagnostic Imaging

After hemodynamic stabilization is attained in a patient with a GSW, potential vertebral fractures and the
location of the projectile must be determined using lateral
and anteroposterior radiographs, with further confirmation using CT imaging, to establish what additional therapy may be needed.2,4,15 When vertebral fractures are not
evident, instability at individual or multiple spinal segments can be assessed with dynamic radiographs of the
spine, if needed.4

Role of CT. If spinal instability or neurological compression with progressive deterioration is evident in patients with spinal GSWs, immediate, accurate imaging is
required.4 A CT scan provides excellent bone resolution,
but is inaccurate in determining the degree and extent of
neurological injury.2,23

Role of MR Imaging. Previously, MR imaging has
had almost no role in the acute management of SCI
caused by GSWs,17,20,23 but it may be required in specific
cases to evaluate neurological damage, after careful assessment of the type of projectile and its proximity to
the spinal canal.4 During follow-up, MR imaging might
be also required for better appraisal of improvement or
exacerbation of the injury, and it is very useful in identifying ligamentous or disc disruption, which may cause
spinal instability.23 The make and caliber of the projectile
must be established by forensic data, relying on spent cartridges from crime scenes.23 This is the most important
step in deciding if MR imaging should be performed in
a patient with a bullet or fragment lodged in the lumbar
spine. Unfortunately, at present this decision relies on
forensic data, which may not be available, especially in
emergency cases, because no specific radiographic (CT
Neurosurg Focus / Volume 37 / July 2014

or x-ray) findings have been described that differentiate
between ferromagnetic and nonferromagnetic projectiles.
However, the magnetometer described by Karacozoff
et al.12 might provide an immediate and safe screening
method to establish the projectile’s ferromagnetism, when
used together with forensic information.
Magnetic resonance imaging provides markedly less
artifact and better imaging of soft tissue and neural elements compared with any other type of imaging.2,6 To
assess possible spinal infections during follow-up in patients with GSWs, MR imaging has been shown to have
superior detail and accuracy, and is safe enough to be performed at least 2 months after the initial insult.9,18,23 Artifacts ranging from imperceptible to moderate are seen
on MR images with nonferromagnetic bullets, whereas
severe black void artifact and distortion may be caused
by ferromagnetic bullets. This may be decreased with fat
suppression, minimal echo times, fast spin echo, and wide
bandwidth.25
Historically, when the bullet is located inside the
spinal canal, it has been considered an absolute contraindication for MR imaging.23 However, nonjacketed and
nonferromagnetic bullets may be considered safe enough
to allow patients to undergo an MR study, even when
the bullets or fragments are located inside the spinal canal.5,12,16,25 The clinical results we pooled in this analysis support this statement; however, in vitro results may
raise concerns because of the small percentage of nonferromagnetic bullets that presented deflection and rotation under magnetic fields. The ferromagnetic detection
system described by Karacozoff et al.12 could have a huge
impact in the management of these patients; however, further studies are needed.5
Clinical Experience With MR Imaging for Patients With
GSWs

Many reports of the use of MR imaging after a GSW
to the spine have not supported the concern about causing bullet migration and possible dislodgment.2,6,8,23,25 In
1999, Smugar et al.23 reported on 19 patients with bullets/
fragments located in proximity to the spinal cord who
underwent MR imaging (1.5 T, multiple protocols) 2–24
months after initial injury, for suspicion of osteomyelitis.
The bullet’s position was pinpointed with CT imaging
pre- and post-MR testing. In these authors’ experience,
none of the patients reported pain, warmth, or discomfort,
and none suffered any neurological or physical deterioration. Furthermore, none had evidence of bullet migration
or rotation. Teitelbaum et al.25 performed MR imaging
in 7 patients who had retained bullets and shotgun pellets; all of them were safely imaged. Nonetheless, several
authors, including Teitelbaum et al., recommend caution
in using MR imaging when metallic foreign bodies are
located near vital neural, vascular, or soft-tissue structures.5,23,25
Similar results have been found by other authors,
in cases in which MR imaging aided in the decision to
conduct surgical decompressive procedures.8 Surgery can
be beneficial in patients with incomplete SCI3,10 in which
neurological impingement is suspected of producing progressive neurological deterioration.26 In our literature sur5
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vey there was a report of 1 pregnant patient with a GSW
to the upper cervical spine who experienced BrownSéquard syndrome and had multiple imaging studies, all
failing to show the bullet’s location and its relation to the
spinal cord. However, the bullet was accurately shown on
the MR image, without significant artifact or untoward
effects.6 Another study included a patient with a GSW to
the thoracolumbar spine and SCI without radiological abnormality. An immediate MR image showed swollen conus medullaris.2 Kafadar et al.11 also reported on a patient
with a GSW to the spinal canal in the lumbar region in
whom an MR image was obtained and who subsequently
underwent surgical decompression. According to these
authors and others,6,16 follow-up imaging in patients with
spinal GSWs showed no migration or dislodging of the
bullet in any case; none of the patients had any neurological deterioration; curiously, 2 of them experienced significant neurological improvement.
Safety of MR Imaging

The potential hazards, contraindications, and safety
of MR imaging have been established in clinical and in
vitro studies for several biomedical metallic implants.23
Variables such as tissue scarring, tissue resistance against
displacement, and bullet fragmentation may significantly
decrease the overall effect of the magnetic field on bullets
embedded in tissue or bone.5 The results obtained in our
analysis provide similar data to those already published.
When clinical presentation and bullet composition is ideal
in specific and carefully identified cases, MR imaging is a
safe procedure, regardless of the location of the projectile
in relation to the spinal canal. When a projectile is located
in the lumbar spine, this procedure might be even safer
than when it is located elsewhere along the spinal canal.
Nerve roots below the conus medullaris are usually less
prone to injury with minimal compression, and outcomes
for patients with GSWs at or below the conus medullaris
usually have a more favorable prognosis than for patients
with SCIs above this level.13,20–22 Evidence from the 2 patients who underwent MR imaging shortly after injury
and received surgical decompression shows that they experienced neurological improvement.6,16 This supports the
view that MR imaging does not present even a minimal
danger; it is actually beneficial for a patient when it orients
the physician to accurate diagnosis and treatment.
Some authors of the in vitro studies we analyzed suggest that their results might be reproducible in clinical scenarios, and they recommend that metallic fragments located inside the spinal canal should represent an absolute
contraindication for MR imaging.5 As evidenced in the literature and in the results we present of in vitro and clinical
scenarios, this belief appears to be refutable.2,6,8,23 Further
clinical data in patients with incomplete SCI and with bullets in the spinal canal might reinforce this position.
Limitations of the Study

This is a systematic review of the literature, based on
information dating from 1985 to 2014. Results presented
in this paper may not be reproducible in different clinical
or radiological scenarios. No long-term follow-ups were

6

reported in the articles included in the review. Overexposure of metallic objects to the scanner’s magnetic field
might present unexpected results in clinical scenarios.

Conclusions

Magnetic resonance imaging is the best imaging tool
to evaluate neurological structures and soft tissue, and to
document the extent of neurological injury and infection.
Metallic implants represent a relative contraindication to
MR scans, and the decision to obtain an MR image for
any patient with a GSW near the spine should be made
only after careful analysis of the patient’s specific presentation, assessment of risks versus benefits, comprehensive
and thorough discussion with the patient, and understanding of the interactions between the magnetic field and the
specific projectile in question. Often, the only symptom
(if any) ever reported by patients with bullets/fragments
who are undergoing an MR scan is mild discomfort from
a heating sensation; this symptom should lead to early
abandonment of the study. However, none of the analyzed data showed that patients with GSWs undergoing
MR imaging experienced any discomfort. Even though
ferromagnetic materials inside the spinal cord represent
an absolute contraindication for MR imaging, the potential risk of injury from MR imaging for reassessment of
neurological status or infection might be significantly decreased 2 months after a GSW or similar injury. In acute
settings, when incomplete SCI is evident without radiological confirmation of injury by using conventional imaging studies, MR imaging might be the only diagnostic
tool accurate enough to establish the degree of damage,
and to support a decision on whether to perform surgical
decompression.
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